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Will you join our Circle Of Champions for a dairy-
 [image: Will you join our Circle Of Champions for a dairy-free future?! We can’t it without you! ➡️ When you become a monthly donor to Switch4Good, you’re investing in the vision for a dairy-free future and a more compassionate, healthy, ethical world for our future generations.  Here is how your monthly gift makes a difference: 🌍 IMPACT: Ensures we can continue to expand our most vital programs and campaigns, like our KiDS program to reach pediatricians, our Killer Milk campaign to bring awareness to the destructiveness of BIG DAIRY, and our ADD SOY Act which will finally provide dairy-free milk to millions of American children in school. 🌎 COMMITMENT: Allows us to plan ahead to major milestone events like the Paris 2024 & Los Angeles 2028 Olympic Games, where we will be able to reach athletes and attendees with information and resources about the abundant dairy-free options and why they can choose a more climate-friendly approach. 🌍 VISION: We can count on your dollars to help us can allocate more of our resources to fundraising in other areas, like major grants, corporate sponsorships, and expanding our reach to international markets. 🌎 COMMUNITY: When you join the Circle of Champions as a monthly donor, you’re part of a very special, exclusive community of like-minded individuals who believe change is possible and being at the forefront of this movement is essential to your legacy.  You will also get some fantastic, exclusive perks that come along with joining our Circle Of Champions like behind the scene peaks into our work, the opportunity to speak with us directly about your donation’s impact, quarterly impact updates, the chance to join us at live events, and more! Please use the LINK IN OUR LINK to join OR visit SWITCH4GOOD.ORG/CIRLCE-OF-CHAMPIONS! Thank you for your support!  💭 Are you a member of our Circle Of Champions? Why or why not?! Tell us in the comments]







While there’s considerable emphasis on maintaini
 [image: While there’s considerable emphasis on maintaining fitness and mental well-being to sustain long-term sexual health, one critical area often overlooked is the profound influence of dietary choices. Although certain foods are often associated with having aphrodisiac qualities – think asparagus, pomegranate and chocolate – there’s a lesser-known culprit that could sabotage your libido: dairy products. Despite their ubiquity, dairy products have been linked to various health concerns, including potential effects on overall sexual wellness.  In our newest blog post (on switch4good.org/blog or via our linktree), we discuss consuming dairy related to hormonal disruption and cardiovascular health, and give we you examples of foods that can bolster your overall health while potentially enhancing sexual vitality and enjoyment. It’s a must-read! 🔥  Link in our linktree or visit switch4good.org/blog!  💭 Does this resonate? When you ditched dairy, what are some physical changes you saw in your body?]







But don’t…really. Don’t 🥛 ❌ Visit switc
 [image: But don’t…really. Don’t 🥛 ❌ Visit switch4good.org for the many evidence-based reasons why you should NOT be consuming 3 cups of dairy per day, especially if you want to avoid chronic illnesses like cancers, cardiovascular disease, IBS, acne, asthma and more, and poor athletic performance and recovery 👇  ICYMI: we are fighting to remove dairy as its own food group on the USDA Dietary Guidelines for Americans in 2025, and we need your help to make it happen! Take ONLY 60 SECONDS and visit the link in our linktree to sign and support our campaign to get dairy removed as its own food group!! Thank you for your support!  Comment below when you’ve signed!]







ATTENTION RAW MILK ENTHUSIASTS ‼️ Have you her
 [image: ATTENTION RAW MILK ENTHUSIASTS ‼️ Have you herd? 🐮 Avian flu is making its way onto dairy farms at an alarming rate AND the first human has become infected. How much more proof do we need to tell us that we MUST DITCH DAIRY and change our farming system to protect human health, the environment, food justice and the animals? 🌍  Did you know that only 11 states allow the sale of raw milk in retail stores? 🤔 We educate every single day about the dangers of consuming cow’s milk as it relates to human health and performance, food justice, and the environment, and that includes raw milk despite enthusiasts believing that raw milk is good for the human body. SPOILER ALERT: It isn’t, and puts you at risk of contacting diseases like avian flu.  We also did a deep dive into raw milk ➡️ Visit the Switch4Good.org/blog or click the link in our Instagram stories to read our full evidence-based blog on raw milk.]
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Thinking about going dairy-free?

Get our latest resources, research, and recipes to help you ditch dairy, feel amazing, and perform at your best!












Connect with us on social media to see the innovative ways we're disrupting norms around dairy and health, working to abolish dietary racism, and fighting climate change.
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Follow @Switch4Good to feel entertained and empowered on your dairy-free journey!
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Questions about supporting Switch4Good? Contact [email protected].
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